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The students and staff of the Saturna Ecological Education Centre are proud of their new bus which they
will use for local transportation and field studies.

Commentary by Patrick Brown

Green boating award

Sub-prime fraud made simple
House-building is a major driver of the US
consumer economy. In fact, as much of the
economy deteriorates, it becomes increasingly
important (along with the war business, which
is completely financed by government debt).
George Bush needed domestic economic
expansion to compensate for the extensive
export of manufacturing work from US
domestic labour to China-based labour; the
transfer of the incomes of Americans to the
incomes of Chinese.
There is almost no regulation of the home
mortgage business in the US—‘let the markets
rule.’ Greenspan and the Federal Reserve
maintained very low interest rates in the US for
the first few years of the Bush era.
The Federal Reserve does not control the
‘money supply’ and in fact gave up trying to
keep track of it. There is almost no regulation of
the issuance and trading of securities either.

Sub-Prime Mortgage
Market
Mortgage companies and brokers competed for
business by offering ‘teaser’ terms on home
mortgages, awarding mortgages to individuals
without the incomes to pay the payments when
the ‘teaser’ rates expired. At that point a more
realistic interest rate would be assessed, and
monthly payments could more than double.
Mortgage companies were also complicit by
overvaluing the houses which were being
mortgaged.
The term ‘sub-prime’ refers to the quality of
the mortgages written, as measured by the
percentage of the house value mortgaged
(particularly if it was fraudulently appraised)
and the percentage of the borrower’s income
committed (particularly after the ‘teaser’ deal
expired) or if the borrower’s income was
fraudulently described, or both. There was,
needless to say, a great deal of fraud in the

granting of mortgages.
Not only that, mortgages were granted on an
‘interest-only’ payment plan, on which the
borrower paid nothing on the principal, only
interest (only for an initial term, and sometimes
at a ridiculously low rate). The expectation was
that the owner would build up equity in his/her
house through a general rise in market prices.
In the meantime, mortgage interest is
deductible in the calculation of US income tax.

Rising For a Fall
House prices did rise, and new building
continued at a rapid rate. Everyone who had
title to a house felt richer, no matter what the
amount or terms of their mortgage were. The
mortgage industry now also granted ‘home
equity loans’ on the basis of the inflated house
prices, once again with ‘teaser’ rates.
One would have expected that this would be
self-limiting. When the banks and financial
corporations ran out of money to lend, they
would start to insist on higher quality
mortgages. It used to be, after all, that banks
and financial institutions were required by law
to maintain reserves equal to a certain
percentage of the loans they had made—a
requirement known as ‘fractional reserve
banking.’
However the US has all but abandoned (or
privatized) the regulation of financial markets.
So, banks did not carry the mortgage debt on
their books, but resorted to ‘securitization’.
They issued bonds which purported to be
backed by large collections of mortgages, and
which purported to pay high interest rates.
Some bonds mixed the mortgages with
commercial loans called ‘Asset backed
commercial paper’ (ABCPs).
Some mortgages would be divided among
different bonds, or even different types of
SUB-PRIME, please turn to page 11

Georgia Strait Alliance’s (GSA) innovative Green
Boating program was honoured with the Canadian
Safe Boating Council ‘Safeguarding the
Environment’ award at the recent Canadian Safe
Boating Award (CASBA) ceremony held January 13
in Toronto. Receiving the award on behalf of the
Georgia Strait Alliance was Green Boating Program
Coordinator Mike Richards, who has been at the
helm of the program for nearly seven years.
‘This award is a wonderful honour and we’re very
proud that the Green Boating program was
recognized,’ says Mike Richards. ‘Through this
program, we’ve helped BC’s boating community
reconnect with the waters they love so much and
help to keep these waters clean for generations to
come.’
Georgia Strait Alliance has been supporting
boaters with the Green Boating program since 2000
GREEN BOATING, please turn to page 8

As of April 1, teachers from Alberta’s
public and independent schools will be
able to teach in British Columbia’s
schools and vice versa. The Teacher
Mobility Agreement comes into effect a
year ahead of the deadline of April 1,
2009 for full labour mobility.
‘This is a big step forward for TILMA,
and is a paramount example of
cooperation between professional
groups in Alberta and British Columbia,
said BC Minister of Economic
Development Colin Hansen, ‘The
teachers have created the blueprint for
all other professions to follow, so that
workers in BC and Alberta will have the
freedom to work where they choose
without all of the restrictions and costly
red tape they currently face.’
‘This agreement will lead to a more
streamlined system that offers increased
choice and flexibility for teachers,’ said
BC Education Minister Shirley Bond.
Similar agreements are being
negotiated with all occupations where a
license is required to work in BC and
Alberta. By April 1, 2009, BC and Alberta
will have reconciled so that all skilled
workers can work in either province.
The TILMA is Canada’s most
comprehensive inter-provincial trade
agreement and creates a market of 7.8
million people—Canada’s second largest
economy. More information on the
TILMA is available at www.tilma.ca. ✐

The Gulf Islands Secondary School jazz band and various elected officials were part of the celebration
to launch Salt Spring’s bus system on January 7. For the bus schedule, see advertisement on page 9.

We have expanded our Archives—visit often to read news and
background to current topics. PDF articles and past editions are
easy to read and to email to friends
and colleagues.
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JANE RULE 1931–2007
Beloved Galianoite Jane Rule passed away on November 27 at
age 76. She was honoured at a wake at Galiano’s South End
Hall on December 7. Somewhere Jane is chuckling, for as she
put it when she called me to give the heartbreaking news of her
diagnosis of liver cancer, ‘I’ve already had two living wakes.’
Her second ‘living wake’ was this past July also in the South
End Hall where, in front of an adoring crowd, she received the
Order of Canada from then Lt-Governour Iona Campagnola.
Rule received the award for being a pioneering writer whose
novels explored lesbian love at a time when Canada was as
crusty as stale bread.
Jane however considered herself retired as a writer and
stated she would prefer to be known for her brownies. For
those who lived on Galiano, Jane served as an Island den
mother, a voice of courage, comfort and common sense, a
lifeguard, a banker and just plain fun.
In 2005, Jane had her first ‘living wake’ at the same hall.
The occasion was the reprinting of her 1977 novel The Young in
One Another’s Arms. Arsenal Pulp Press, who are reviving lost
and out-of-print gay and lesbian literature, chose to inaugurate
their Little Sister’s Classics series with her book. Jane was
clearly thrilled.
The Young in One Another’s Arms is set at the end of the
Vietnam War in and around a boarding house in the Kitsilano
neighborhood of Vancouver.
That novel was my introduction to Jane’s work at a time
when I was living in Kitsilano in 1982. I felt that if I were to step
out onto Fourth Avenue I could meet the people that Jane was
writing about. Rule’s fiction often explored community and
interpersonal connections.
Jane Rule came to Vancouver in 1956 with her life partner
and soul mate Helen Sonthoff (who died in 2000). She
instantly fell in love with the city and decided she wanted to
stay. She taught an English course at the University of British
Columbia where Sonthoff worked as a professor until 1976.
In 1976 Jane and Helen purchased a home on Galiano,
initially as a getaway and chance to socialize with a group of
artists and writer friends. Their home’s walls bear the work of
good friend and renowned BC painter Tak Tanabe.
‘I came here to write and lead a private life,’ Jane said about
her life on Galiano Island. ‘But gradually you get involved in the
community.’
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Jane’s involvement has included serving as the unofficial Bank
of Galiano. ‘When I was teaching at UBC I was investing in
stocks and I thought why am I doing this? I don’t even know
where my money is going. I decided it would be better to invest
in my community.’
There have been very few defaults. ‘People understand that
it is a community trust.’
As a lapsed Galianoite (my sweetie and I lived there from
1997 to 2002) I was graciously helped by Jane when no banker
would. She gave us the loan to help purchase the home I
currently write from. Even more touching was that Jane
providing us with a sweet short story (her last published fiction)
for the GIG-Gulf Islands Gazette newspaper that Mary Alice
and I published.
Just outside Jane’s simple pan-abode home is a swimming
pool. For 15 years Jane, an avid swimmer, served as a lifeguard
at the pool seven days a week, two hours a day for Galianoites
who wanted to swim. ‘On an island we are more dependent on
each other and more aware of what people are having to live
through,’ Jane told me.
Community relations and social networks are a reoccurring
theme in Rule’s work. ‘One of the experiences of our time is we
don’t stay in the community we were born in. We don’t
experience extended family like we used to. What we do is
invent it. I am fascinated by the different ways we invent
community to support each other. That is what I have been
writing about.’

‘Canada’s only visible lesbian’
Jane has often stated, ‘I came out as a lesbian long before I
came out as a writer.’

At the age of 15 she was aware that she was a lesbian. ‘There
wasn’t even a name for it. It was sex—and sex was something
you didn’t talk about.’
In 1964, when her first published novel Desert of the Heart
appeared in England, Rule was out. With the appearance of
Desert of the Heart in her words she was ‘jailable.’ Canada's
laws banning homosexuality were not changed until 1969.
‘Canada's only visible lesbian,’ as she was dubbed in the
press, now risked losing her job at the University of British
Columbia. The ‘old saw’ argument made in her defense was
that not every author of a murder mystery novel is necessarily
a murderer.
The novel is a real charmer, set in 1958 in Reno, Nevada.
Vivian, an English professor, has come to Nevada to apply for a
divorce—which will be granted if she can establish residency for
six weeks. A local ranch girl immediately falls for Vivian, who is
intrigued, but somewhat uptight. After all it is 1958.
In 1985, Desert of the Heart was made into a popular movie.
Reviewed by Vincent Canby in The New York Times as ‘a
simple story of a lesbian love affair … that makes a strong
impression.’

‘Proud to claim the label Canadian’
Born in New Jersey in 1931, Jane had a peripatetic childhood
growing up in California, Illinois and Missouri. Six-feet tall at
age 12, dyslexic and the perpetual new kid on the block, Jane
understood what it was to be an outsider. This sense only
increased when she recognized her lesbianism at age 15. ‘I was
five before I discovered that being a girl had serious drawbacks,
six before I discovered being left-handed was unacceptable and
nineteen and traveling in Europe for the first time before I had
to apologize for being an American,’ she told me over the
phone, now describing herself as ‘proud and relieved to claim
the label Canadian.’
Jane drank a can of Coke every morning. ‘It’s my southern
heritage,’ she would say. ‘Only there, it’s Dr Pepper.’ Until
shortly before her death she swam 50 laps a day in her pool.
She also thoroughly enjoyed scotch and cigarettes. Her
appearance was distinct. The haircut (‘a long time ago someone
said ‘you have a Beatle cut—and I said no the Beatles have a
Jane cut’). The glasses, which look plucked off Superman and
put on Lois Lane. And her basketball-friendly height.
When Jane turned 60, having produced more than ten
novels, she stopped writing fiction. ‘I didn’t want to repeat
myself. Helen was 75 and I wanted to give more of my time to
her.’
Jane Rule continued to write the occasional essay and nonfiction piece however. She was surprised to discover recently
that she had written 46 essays, which she’d typed out the old
fashioned way, with plans to publish a collection.

‘An elegant way to die’
Jane voiced her opposition to gay marriage, ‘and the gay
community is mad at me as a result.’ She felt gay marriage is
part of a growing conservative movement in the gay
community—a desire to be just like everybody else as a way of
being accepted. ‘To be forced back into the heterosexual cage of
coupledom is not a step forward but a step back into state
imposed definitions of relationships,’ she wrote.
Like Trudeau, she believed the state has no place in its
citizen’s bedrooms. After the state had given her an award how
did Rule feel about it?
‘For a long time I had been dubious about awards,’ Jane told
me. ‘I often felt that they were given and withheld for the wrong
reasons. But I have come to realize that too few women, too few
artists and too few lesbians have won these awards, so they are
important to accept politically.’
With regard to the Order of Canada Jane was very touched.
‘I chose Canada over 50 years ago. So it is very nice to have
Canada choose me.’
And what of her impending death? Jane was very at peace
about it.
‘I have had my living wakes,’ she told me with a giggle. ‘This
is an elegant way to die, surrounded by my friends here at my
home in the world on Galiano.’

This obituary was written by Grant Schilling and first published in the online newspaper The Tyee in December.

North Pender oceanfront property protected
A North Pender Island landowner has protected a spectacular
piece of Gulf Island shoreline by donating a conservation
covenant to the Islands Trust Fund and the Pender Islands
Conservancy Association.
Marilynn King donated the conservation covenant to protect
a 0.69 hectare (1.7 acre) oceanfront property near George Hill
Regional Park on North Pender Island. The property includes an
ecologically-rich foreshore area containing rare plant
communities and a healthy forest used by many bird species.
Great Blue Herons and Bald Eagles fish from the shoreline trees
while seals and otters bask in the sun on the shores below.
‘This undisturbed waterfront property spoke to me as
something becoming increasingly rare and unique in the Gulf
Islands,’ said King. ‘I could see that future development could
have a devastating effect on the land and the shoreline,
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destroying something very precious. The trees on the low bluff
above the shore seem almost cathedral-like. I am thankful that
the many creatures dependent upon this land will continue to
find a safe haven here.’
‘PICA is honored to be a co-covenant holder for this precious
piece of Pender Island,” said Sylvia Pincott, chair of the Pender
Islands Conservancy Association. ‘From the forest to the
shoreline, there are several ecological treasures. We are truly
thankful for Marilynn’s heart for conservation as she provides
this lovely legacy for the future.
As a further sign of her commitment to protect the area
forever, King donated $15,000 for an endowment dedicated to
covering the legal costs of enforcing the terms of the covenant.
NAPTEP, please turn to page 8
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Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
Signs of Spring
Here we are our in our new year, named 2008.
Campbell’s farm has the first lamb and I and
many others have blooming snowdrops! It is so
delighting to be back in the burgeoning part of
the year. Seed catalogues are arriving in the
mail and pruning is at hand. The days are
discernably longer and the early morning is
beginning to have songsters—not a chorus yet
in my neck of the woods but migrants are
arriving back to their summer haunts.

2007 In Review
I have been thinking about what distinguished
last year. If we were writing in a collective
Saturna Community Journal what would we
choose to comment on? What follows are some
of my nominations.

Open Space Community
Planning
I appreciated the Open Space Forum that was
created by Bev Neff and Judith Rees-Thomas
last spring. The forum was held in the new Rec
Centre which afforded the space for a large
number of people to meet in a huge circle and
then break out into small groups that had room
to talk without interrupting others. New ideas
and new enthusiasms with new people at the
helm came from this innovative meeting style.
Many people said the presence of Tsawout
Band Councillor Gwen Underwood and elders,
Patty Underwood and Harry Underwood were
of great importance to their Open Space
experience (Cora Jacks, wife of Tseycum Chief
Vern Jacks had sent their regrets). Tseycum
and Tsawout First Nations own the 360 acres of
land at East Point that includes Fiddler’s Cove.
In the session on Open Space Land, Gwen
Underwood answered extensive questions on
the Band’s ideas about how they might use their
land and what were their goals. There will be a
second Open Space Forum in March this year.

Saturna Square Eats
Saturna Square Eats grew out of the Open
Space Forum. I have loved the energy of this
highly successful eat-local group. Anything that
involves eating together and mutual gardening
consideration is going to attract extensive
energy on Saturna. Last fall, the group
organized a fabulous local dinner orchestrated
by Chef Shawn Fitzgerald with supplies coming
from gardens and orchards everywhere on the
Island and local meat and seafood. The group
now has an old orchard inventory in full
swing—tours, and more dinners are planned.

Local Licensed Slaughter
House
A 2007 project which will help the supply of
local food was Campbell’s upgrade to their
slaughterhouse. The Campbell Farm has
supplied grass-fed lamb and beef to lucky
customers for about 60 years.
The slaughter house was first built by Jim
Campbell was with the assistance and advice of
a professional—so the basics were all in order.
Even so, the upgrade cost thousands of dollars
including construction of an office and a
washroom—mainly for the use of the inspector.
The abattoir now complies with new
regulations for small farm slaughtering.
Campbells are now in possession of BC
Slaughter Licence #32, allowing them to
process lamb and beef. An advantage of having
this licence is that the farm can now sell its meat
anywhere.
Jacques found last fall hectic with all the
slaughtering to do once they had qualified. She
reports that the inspectors, who must be
present at all kills, are great—courteous and
helpful. Jacques says they never knew they
could do so much in one day (16 lambs is the
record) as they try to streamline the slaughter to
take advantage of the inspector’s presence! (So
far, presence of an inspector is free.)

A Gift Of A Project
Just before Christmas, in the midst of the
Island’s nicely to scale Christmas festivities
(and the usual North American consumer
uproar), young Allison Gaines held a bake sale
across the street from Recycling. It was a busy
Saturday morning and she raised $300 for the
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non-profit group World Vision. It was her
Grade 5 independent study project.
For years, with her extended family, she has
run a table offering baked goods at the Summer
Market. Allison is very adept at cookie-making
and has a good entrepreneurial sense. Allison
followed-up with mail-out: ‘Thank you! With
your generous support I was able to raise $300.
for World Vision. With this money I have been
able to purchase an agricultural package for 3
families, educate a girl in China, buy a goat for a
family, two mosquito nets to guard against
Malaria, buy two rabbits for a family, and warm
clothes for 25 children.’

Ecological Education
Our Saturna Ecological Educational Centre has
brought untold gifts to the Community. With
extensive help from SD#64’s board, our school
trustee and parents, teacher-principal Steve
Dunsmuir’s dream of having a learning centre
on our Island is being accomplished.
More than any other benefit, this process of
having a dream, keeping in touch with your
passion, taking the risk, attending to the
responsibilities, implementing your chosen
strategy, and taking the gifts that come your
way, is regularly demonstrated and encouraged
at the school and this radiates into our
community.
Energy and fun was the gift for all who
attended the Christmas Concerts this year. The
district highschool students and Saturna
elementary kids have bonded, as have the
highschoolers with each other.
There are community mentors for each
highschool student as they do their
independent study projects. Chlorisa, last year’s
BC Grand Champion for sheep showmanship at
the Pacific National Exhibition, works with
Jacques Campbell at the farm. Rachel is
building a shed for the school with Lester
Bombeck’s assistance, James worked with
Richard Blagborne to teach the rest of the
students to row tour Spanish longboat
Saturnina. Ted filmed all the projects, with help
from Farley Dunsmuir. Jenna presented a
multicultural night to the community. Matt has
worked with martial arts instructor, Cassie Hull
teaching the little kids martial arts and will
present an instructional evening to the adults
about ‘street safe’. Brittany and Natalie are
completing a Winter Cove Field Guide with
Athena George and myself.
The new school semester starts on February
4 and we will have several new High School
students and only two students are leaving—the
school is still looking for home-stay hosts. This
semester courses in tourism, mathematics and
PE are being offered, its not too late to register.

Report From The South ~ Patrick Brown

A Daytrip in Ecuador
e took a day trip, in a very beautifully
finished brand-new Chinese-made
tour bus, from Guayaquil to a banana
ranchiero out in the countryside. Sitting near the
front, we had the opportunity to observe driving
in Ecuador, so here are a few tips.
First rule: drive on the right unless there is
already a vehicle there, in which case drive on
the left, unless there is a vehicle there, in which
case drive in the middle until there is a space on
the right or on the left. In heavy traffic, this
means that each vehicle drives half a lane to the
left of the vehicle ahead of it. This effectively
doubles the number of lanes, which can be
most clearly seen on multi-lane urban roads.
Warning: gridlock may, and often does result.
Rule two: pass at the earliest opportunity. If
there is no opportunity, pass anyway. A double
yellow line down the middle of the road
indicates the road is suitable for passing. A
single dashed line down the middle of the road
indicates the road is suitable for passing. No
line down the middle of the road indicates the
road is suitable for passing.
Rule three: people, dogs, horses, and
chickens have right of way until they become run
down. This is particularly clear in the villages,
where a four-lane, divided highway may be
reduced in an amazingly short distance to two
lanes, then to one, then to a marketplace where,
if there is no livestock to run down, there is
always some for sale. In the marketplaces,
everything else has right of way unless you buy it.
Rule four: in the cities, there are buses;
elsewhere there are small Japanese pickups

with a capacity of eight passengers in the box or
ten if there is no cap on the box and the
passengers can stand up. Most pickups have
caps so they can be used during the wet season,
which is either just starting or just ending,
depending on who you ask.
Rule five: stop at traffic lights, or at least slow
down, for they are often accompanied by very
large speed bumps. At roundabouts, vehicles
already going round have the right of way.
Rule six: when your vehicle needs
bodywork, be sure to provide the craftsman
with pictures of what it is supposed to look like
when repaired. I saw some surprising results
where creativity and imagination clearly
overcame any idea of restoring the vehicle to its
original appearance.
If you need tire repairs, these can be
accomplished at a convenient ‘vulcanisario,’
which need occupy no more than sixty square
feet or so at the side of, or even on, the road.
Gasoline is priced per imperial gallon at
US$2 for premium, $1.40 for regular (leaded),
and $1 for diesel. It is subsidized by the
government but is still expensive for much of
the population. Gas stations are large, operated
by oil companies I have never heard of. One
carried the flying red horse trademark of the
Socony Vacuum Company, which I hadn’t seen
for forty years!
Most cars and pickups are Japanese or
Korean brands, including the very tiniest of
Japanese vans. Taxis, (all painted yellow)
abound in the city, despite the guidebook that
ECUADOR, please turn to page 11
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Bonded To An Island
Back to 2007, Gloria Manzano and Bill
Schermbrucker and the Community Club
published, Bonded to an Island, a compilation
of interviews with Gloria and photographs from
her family’s extensive albums. Gloria’s
grandmother, Joan, was the first white woman
born on Saturna, in 1893. Joan’s parents
immigrated from the Shetland Islands and
arrived on Saturna in 1889, becoming the first
East Point Lighthouse keepers, making Gloria’s
generation the fourth on Saturna, spanning 118
years. I appreciate this gift to the community as
it gives us the opportunity to link with the past
through a living contemporary!

Telling Tales & Restoring
Buildings
We have many people interested in local history
and the proposed East Point Interpretative
Centre (EPIC) has proved a strong impetus to
this urge to tell a story which has shared
meaning for us all. The community loves East
Point—it is a place of pride for its gorgeous
sweeping views and abundant wildlife—and a
place of renewal for all of us.
Richard Blagborne and many other
Islanders—some members of the Southern Gulf
Islands Historical Federation—worked on
revitalizing the East Point Light’s foghorn
building—arguable the most photographed
building in the Gulf Islands. The building
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Editorial: Community of the Salish Sea
his edition, we greet Bowen Islanders who will find a copy
of this Island Tides in their mailboxes. Island Tides has
been snapped up on the Queen of Capilano for several
years. We hope more of you will enjoy our unique blend of news
from here and there in the Salish Sea and further afield and find
it has relevance to your lives.
In fact, almost any of our eclectic collection of articles should
be read in that light. Almost everything that we publish relates to
many island communities. This includes communities on
Vancouver Island, BC’s ‘Big Island.’
Our articles can be read as relating to other places, as well as
the ones they are directly about. The news, we hope, creates
ideas, possibilities and prompts action far beyond the place in
which it originated. Knowing about other people’s issues
struggles, creativity and triumphs is seminal.
That is the fascination of publishing Island Tides—the magic
of cross-fertilization of communities through the news—the
encouragement and motivation to be gained by reading about
innovative action taken elsewhere.
For example, when you read Saturna Notes, think of it as a
window into a close-knit community structure, a dream that
many long for. Think of it as a ‘how to’ for enhancing/creating
/recreating that structure where you are.
Our searchable on-line archive is making Island Tides a rich
sources for tracing back the history of issues. ‘Reprints’ are easy
to email to friends, not to mention that whole newspapers can
also be downloaded. Each month, over 6,000 people who are off
our Canada Post and freebox grid do just that.
Over the last 18 years, Island Tides has grown to be a joint
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Well Done, Pender Island—
Extraordinary!
Dear Editor:
We had the pleasant opportunity to attend this New Year’s Eve
Lantern Festival and were literally enthralled by lighted lanterns,
stilt people, fire dancers, clowns, the lighted kayaks, silhouettes
and of course the leaving of Old Year and emergence of New
Year.
We can only imagine the hard work and dedication of island
volunteers to organize and carry off a spectacular event in such a
professional manner. The details would be myriad. We were
specially pleased to see the arrangements made for children.
Of course there would be a cadre of individuals who put in
many long hours. And they may feel that it is too much work. But
if they reflect on the joy and magic created for young and old
alike, if they listen to the positive feedback from Islanders and
visitors, if they recognize the community spirit generated by such
an activity, surely they will feel rewarded and willing to stage the
event again and again.
For my wife and I, it was a special event that will be long
remembered. Thank you to all those involved.
Ted Harrison, Salt Spring Island

Those Five Minutes
Dear Editor:
On a blustery winter morning I will arrive at Descanso Bay for
my commute to Nanaimo on the MV Quinsam. There’ll be four
minutes and fifty-nine seconds before departure. Plenty of time.
The fare card is in my pocket for the return.
What may happen next is testimony to the stupidity of large
corporations.
BC Ferry Services will have implemented its new loading cutoff time of five minutes for foot passengers at all the smaller
terminals. We islanders will be in a strange limbo thanks to
David Hahn and his managers for those 300-seconds.
My ‘Smart (Coast) Card,’ with it invisibly rising fares, is no
help. (Imagine the possibility that a BCF manager might have
wanted to call it a ‘Happy Card’ until he found ‘Happy’ belonged
to McDonalds and something it calls a meal)?
Now. Consider how long that little stretch of time really is. It
is sufficient for a doe and her fawn to eat all of the kale before you
see them from the kitchen window and make it down to the
garden, in your boots and probably not much else.
It is more than enough time to suck back two pints of nervecalming ale before boarding a violently bobbing floatplane from
Ganges or Silva Bay.
How do we explain this in terms a CEO and a clutch of his VPs
might understand? Perhaps, burning up six kilometres of
Gordon Campbell’s $500-million SUV Way to Whistler for an
Olympic soirée.
For mainlanders, this is nine 30-second TV commercials
selling crap no one needs and a pee.
It’s an awfully long time.

www.blueridgeinn.ca

BC Rail Deal
Dear Editor:
There’s not much new in the Basi Virk (BC Rail) trial but, as I see
it, there’s a great need to help people remember the issue: we lost
a railway (Canada’s 3rd largest). We’ve lost so much else, by the
very same secretive process (forests, rivers, ALRs).
As I see it, there’s nobody–absolutely nobody–who would be
sorry to see Justice Bennett dismiss the case. Not the
prosecution, not the defence, not the government, not the big
media, and not any Campbell Kling-Ons.
But the public would be left with absolutely nothing except a
LETTERS, please turn to page 5
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In that time the deck crew of the MV Quinsam and I will stare
across this strange bureaucratic divide and the raised ramp. As
the Quinsam rumbles at idle, I will have to consider my options
as an Islander and a commuter.
With a grappling hook and some line I could swing aboard via
the closest light standard a la Johnny Depp in Pirates of the
Caribbean. What could the crew do? Fight me off with small
bags of chips and candy bars from the vending machine? Hose
me down with oil?
No. That wouldn’t do.
Hydrocarbons are precious to David Hahn, his VPs and
therefore the crew. A bribe then. A coffee thermos of precious
diesel fuel held across to them on that grappling hook. ‘You guys
going to let me on? Hmmm? Smell that. Beautiful diesel!’ The
engineer’s eyebrow would twitch. Hell, they wouldn’t know it’s
my version of coffee until I’m safely aboard and hiding under one
of the seats.
Perhaps my only choice is to throw away dignity and beg.
‘Look guys, I’m needed in Nanaimo! I do vital work over there. I
have to be there within the hour to…uhm…, to save a kitten.
Yeah, that’s right! I have to get over there in the next half hour to
save, like, a dozen baby kittens from very bad men!’
No. I know the crew. That won’t float.
With futility, I’ll hold up my Coast (Putz) Card with its generic
squiggle more suited to a bottled water mega-corporation. Will
at least one of the deck crew give me a small wave as the engines
take on that deeper note and the MV Quinsam pulls away from
the slip?
The others will have gone, of course, to count the cars and
passengers again. An accurate passenger count is one rationale
offered for this stolen five minutes.
I will trudge up to the White Hart to plan the revolt. Perhaps,
once aboard the next sailing I will refuse to get off for four
minutes and fifty-nine seconds. I wonder what would happen if
a whole boat load did that? Our rationale would be that we
wanted to be absolutely sure of a safe and efficient departure
from the vessel onto dry land. And to be counted. Again.
In that one hour before I see the Quinsam return—sixty
minutes, 3600-seconds—I will make plans. There will be plenty
of time.
Clare Coupland, Gabriola Island
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enterprise of a marvellous, loose federation of souls in the Salish
Sea. Staying power has its rewards; in fact, we are told Island
Tides is the largest-circulation, longest-running independent
community newspaper in BC.
Our readers are a great help with their informed letters and
commentary and introduce topics that we otherwise would not
be able to cover.
There is alchemy in what crosses our desk and when.
Connections and serendipitous coincidences abound in every
edition. Pressure of time and space mean we rarely comment on
these coincidences, though we usually spot them. We hope that
our readers will see and enjoy them—and find others of which
we, perhaps, were unaware.
For advertisers, we provide a unique regional window for
businesses and community enterprises to showcase their
products and services to a dynamic and discerning readership.
For us, it is as interesting finding out what our advertising
customers do as it is finding out about our readers.
Adding Bowen Island to our Canada Post mail-out brings the
total of households which receive Island Tides in their mailboxes
to a whopping 14,000 households. Copies all read by families,
friends and visitors.
Some years back, when we were first developing our website,
we asked Islanders, ‘Would you read your Island Tides online?’
The emphatic replies as to where people preferred to read their
Island Tides was astonishing: on the beach, on the ferry, in the
line-up, by the stove, at the store, in the café, on the kitchen table.
Once the mailperson delivers it, this printed artifact takes on a
life of its own. Enjoy!

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 383-4558

www.watertiger.net
A Division of Pro Star Mechanical Technologies Ltd

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)

Thurs, Jan 26, 31 & Feb 9

Friday, February 8

Pender Film Group Screenings—SAT JAN 26: Once (2006)—
busker and an immigrant write, rehearse and record their love
story in song; THURS JAN 31: Guide de la Petite Vengeance
(2006, subtitles), a Montreal accountant decides to take back
control of his life; SAT FEB 9: P.O.P. Transportation Film Night:
You Never Ride Alone (Bicycling in BC) & French Fries To Go
(Biodiesel) • Community Hall • 7:30pm • Admission by donation
• Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Multi-instrumentalist Shane
Philip weaves didgeridoo, vocals,
Hawaiian lap-slide guitar, djembe
drums with an earthshaking
electronic kick, creating a sound that
is original, organic and eclectic; new
CD In the Moment on sale • Pender
Islands Community Hall • Tickets: $10 @ Talisman Books and the
Southridge Farm Store • Info: info@penderislands.org, 250-6293669 or visit www.shanephilip.com • ON PENDER ISLAND

Sat thru Wed, January 26 to 30
Atomic’s South Coastal BC Tour—Zula presents this worldrenowned, Scandinavian jazz
powerhouse! VANCOUVER JAN
26: Western Front, 303 East
8th; NANIAMO JAN 27 (two
shows 11:30am & 8pm):
Malaspina University Choral
Room, 320-900 5th Street;
VICTORIA JAN 28: Wood Hall,
Victoria Conservatory of Music,
907 Pandora; SALT SPRING JAN 29: All Saints By-The-Sea,
Ganges; GABRIOLA JAN 30: Surf Lodge, 885 Berry Point • All
shows 8pm, except where indicated • Ticket prices various • Info:
www.zula.ca, 250-247-7123, • VANCOUVER, NANAIMO,
GABRIOLA & SALT SPRING ISLANDS

Friday, Feb 1
Winds of the Southern
Cross—combines voice, winds
and piano to present an innovative
and exciting repertoire from the
18th Century to the present,
including
commissioned
contemporary Australian works •
School Auditorium • 7:30pm •
Admission at the door for non-subscribers $25 adults, $5 children
• ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, February 2
Australian ensemble Winds of the
Southern Cross—soprano, oboe,
clarinet, bassoon, french horn and
piano—in a virtuoso repertoire of many
eras, styles and instrumental groupings •
South Galiano Hall • Coffee & dessert
6:45pm (come early), concert 7:30pm •
Tickets $25 @ Galiano Island Books,
some at the door • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Friday, February 8
Traces of Emily Carr—multimedia performance: Mascall Dance
Company, Andrew Denton video
projections, and Veda Hille and Her
Band • Malaspina University
Theatre, 900 5th Street, Lots 5C or
D • 7:30pm • Tickets: Falconer
Books,
House
of
Indigo,
www.crimsoncoastdance.org, or @ the door • Info about
associated workshops: Crimson Coast Dance Society 250-7163230 • IN NANIAMO

Saturday, February 9
13th Annual Seedy Saturday—seed exchange; plant/seed
sales; farmers’ market; master gardener help-desk; door prizes:
Golden Rules of Seed Saving, Honey Bees, Container Gardening
• Farmers Institute, Rainbow Road, Ganges • 10am–3:30pm •
Admission: $2 • Info: Ben Luna 250-538-0115 • ON SALT
SPRING ISLAND

Sunday, February 10
Island Natural Growers Workshop Series—presenters
include: John Jeavons (How to Grow More Vegetables Than You
Ever Thought Possible On Less Land…); David Mincey, Chef
Grower Collaborations; Wayne Osbourne, Heritage Poultry;
lunch available • Farmers Institute • 9am-3:30pm • Tickets: $30,
pre-register for lunch • Info: Ben Luna 250-538-0115 • ON SALT
SPRING ISLAND

PROMOTE YOUR EVENT!
islandtides@islandtides.com
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Trust book wins public
relations award
The Islands Trust’s A Place In The Islands is among three
campaigns that have received the first province-wide awards
offered by the Canadian Public Relations Society. The book
project was designed to provide information and generate
awareness of the unique benefits and challenges of living on an
island in this special part of the world. The publication covers a
wide range of topics ranging from water conservation to green
building practices.The other projects recognized by the
professional association were a program to promote public
awareness of the police use of ‘bait cars’ to combat auto theft and
a Vancouver-based internet blog dedicated to exposing
manipulation of mainstream media in the global warming
debate.
The awards are made by a partnership of the three BC
chapters of the Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS): in
Vancouver, Victoria, and Prince George. They are bestowed on
communications professionals who demonstrate the highest
ethical and professional standards while performing
outstanding work.
The Vancouver Island award is shared by Laura Stringer,
Communications Specialist for the Islands Trust, and Kathleen
Foley, Director of Education and Outreach for the San Juan
Preservation Trust in Washington State, who coordinated the
project. The public education tool is the result of a cross-border
partnership between the two organizations, which share many
issues in common.
Earlier in 2007, A Place In The Islands also received an
honourable mention award in the Best Practices category of the
Community Excellence Awards at the Union of BC
Municipalities convention. Those awards recognize local
government projects throughout British Columbia and this year
59 local government projects were in the running.
The CPRS awards – the first to be bestowed province-wide—
were established to make professionals and the general public
aware of the high quality work being produced by BC’s public
relations practitioners. ✐

250-629-3660

LETTERS from previous page
large hole where BC Rail used to be, the $millions in lawyer fees,
and where faith in governments dead. That just doesn’t seem
right. Being aware is all very well; but being so desperately
beyond hope for improvement just isn’t all right.
As for the trial, before police raided the BC Legislature there
was time to destroy evidence. This is one of our latest stories in
‘The Legislature Raids’ website, researched by three concerned
citizens. It lists some of the significant players who knew that the
police raid was pending—knew it for almost the whole month of
December 2003. And did nothing? You be the judge. Read more
at http://bctrialofbasivirk.blogspot.com
BC Mary, Somewhere off British Columbia
Dear Editor:
Sooner or later we’ll have to tackle all the things that the
government has done to delay any meaningful trial and, in fact,
obstruct justice. I guess this comes to a head when the trial date
is put off again and the defence starts to make the charter
argument that justice has been too long delayed and the charges
must be dropped.
Funny thing is, both the government and the accused would
like this to happen, for different reasons.
If you assume, as I do, that there was a payoff, you must also
assume that the choice of CN Rail as the buyer of BC Rail was
fixed in advance. As I wrote at the time, this was an absolute
bargain for CN even if they didn’t get the tax credit of $250,000.
It has been recently estimated that the tax credit was worth a
lot more to CN than we were told at the time; in fact almost
enough to make the deal an absolute giveaway. (I don’t see how
this was calculated, but if the allegation came up in court
someone would have to refute it.)
Patrick Brown, Somewhere off South America

Potholes Spreading?
The following letter was sent to Minister of Highways,
Honourable Kevin Falcon and copied to Island Tides for
publication.
Dear Editor:
This issue has been raised by dozens of my (Gabriola)
constituents. So much money has been poured into maintenance
attempts to deal with the issue of pot holes and the use of Texada
gravel that surely it makes more sense to simply pave some of
these roads and save some of the extraordinary maintenance
costs.
Thanks for your hopeful assistance in this matter.
Leonard Krog, MLA Nanaimo

Galiano Health Care Centre
The following letter was sent to Honourable George Abbott,
Minister of Health and submitted to Island Tides for
publication.
Dear Minister:
You received an email from Lawrence Spiro on behalf of the
Gabriola Health Care Society on January 2. I think you are well
aware of my absolute support for this clinic and the savings it is
generating for the health care system.
It is a costly venture for people who require transport for
medical purposes to leave Gabriola Island when they can be
treated on Gabriola Island.
It is efficient and I can think of no community facility that has
stronger support on Gabriola Island for the obvious good
reasons which have been outlined to you in numerous letters
from many of my constituents already.
The funding requires your personal interventio, Minister. I
encourage you to do so and I will publicly thank you if you do.
Leonard Krog, MLA Nanaimo

CPP Fund Investments
The following letter was sent to the Honourable Monte Solberg
federal Minister of Human Resources and submitted to Island
Tides for publication.
Dear Minister:
By letter dated December 3rd of 2007 I asked you about the
investment practices used at the CPP Fund. I gave you several
examples to back up my opinion that the Fund Investment
Board seems to have a worrisome idea of risk.
On top of the matter of currency exchange risk there has been
a trend toward increasing the equity component, particularly of
private equity investments that are not priced by open market
valuation.
As you know global investments of all sorts except bonds have
been steadily decreasing in value. It would be interesting to have
from you how well or otherwise the CPP Fund has been fairing
in the last month.
One of my concerns about how the CPP Fund invests is as the
‘investor of last resort’. If nothing else please ensure the Fund
does not participate in new issues where, because of previous
corporate recklessness, there is the need to bolster the equity
component of their balance sheets.
Erik Andersen, Gabriola Island
LETTERS, please turn to page 9
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Trust election survey online until February 5
An Islands Trust on-line survey to get public opinion about the
way it administers its local elections is underway. The aim is to
make any improvements in time for the next local elections in
November. Members of the public can participate in the survey
until Tuesday, February 5 through www.islandstrust.bc.ca.
As with other local governments, Islands Trust elections are
administered in accordance with the requirements of the Local
Government Act. The Act defines many aspects of the elections
process, including schedules, official notices and the way that
polling stations operate. It also determines who is eligible to vote
and how they register. The Islands Trust survey focuses on
details of the elections process such as communications and the
accessibility of polling stations for resident and non-resident
voters.
You may also write to the Islands Trust or to email their
suggestions to information@islandstrust.bc.ca by February 5.
Survey results will be reviewed at March Islands Trust Council.
Those providing feedback, except Islands Trust staff and
trustees, can enter a draw to win a basket of Island products.✐

Sean W. Copeland
Financial Planner

Custom Portfolio Designs
RRIF, Pension & RRSP
604-889-5982
scopeland@shaw.ca
www.swcopeland.com
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Adventure Travel ~ Pene Hollingworth

Night in the Amazon
he night sounds of the Amazon were being drowned out
by the sound our local guide Mike, sawing logs. Just how
big a log cabin was he attempting to build? How could he
be louder than the incessant pinging of the tree frogs, singing of
the cicadas and calling of the night birds?
Mike’s snoring was to become part of an interesting
Amazonian night. Tig and I are trying to sleep in the heart of the
Amazonian rainforest at the house of a local native family. In our
search for unique travel experiences we had left our luxury
accommodations at the Ariau Towers Lodge on the Rio Negro
and canoed up the Ariau River
to the home of Doriano and
Deine and their five children.
Our beds for the night are
hammocks strung from the
ceiling beams of a raised
wooden house with windows
and doors simply framed into
the walls. Glass in windows is
non-existent in the Amazon.
The family compound
consists of a cooking shelter,
with the biggest wok-like pan I
had ever seen built in directly
over the fire (this was for
cooking and toasting tapioca); a
covered eating area and, apart
from our house, two other framed in buildings raised above the
muddy ground to deter various bugs, anacondas and protect the
inhabitants during the rainy season.
In my hammock under the necessary mosquito netting, I
suddenly awoke. What had disturbed my sleep? Was it the
annoying whine of the one clever mosquito that had found its
way under the layers of netting to dine on me?
Okay, so now all my senses were awake. I could hear the
thrum of a distant but heavy-duty motor. I glanced at my watch.
2:15am. Who would be on the river, in this remote part of Brazil,
at this time of the morning?
‘Tig, wake up! Listen, a boat is coming!’ Tig, instantly awake,
glanced to the door where Mike had left a machete leaning
against the wall, for easy access. It was still there. This was
somewhat reassuring, but could we get out of the hammocks to
get to it? I doubted it!
Tig, afraid to be dumped on the floor during the night, was
very securely entwined in her mosquito netting and hammock.
My knees would refuse to pull me up. Launching ourselves out
would a major event. Maybe adrenalin would help. Mike ‘our
defender’ snored on.
The boat was closer now and clearly heading for the dock at
the base of the long, grassy slope beside the river.
My imagination, stimulated by the night and our location,
ran wild. Was this a drug deal going down? This little adventure
had seemed like a great idea, a chance to really experience the
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Book Review by Patrick Brown
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Our Wattage Sold For a Mess of Pottage
n Liquid Gold, John Calvert’s central theme is that British
Columbian’s birthright, BC Hydro’s integrated system of
large hydro-electric dams, power lines, and distribution
strategies, dating from the WAC Bennett era and charging some
of the cheapest electricity rates in North America, is being
destroyed.
Liquid Gold – Energy Privatization in British Columbia, is a
thorough, well-researched condemnation of the current BC
provincial government’s electricity policy. Centred on the efforts
that the government has made to encourage the development of
privately owned electricity generation throughout the province,
it makes a strong argument that the government has subsidized
these developments, by various means, at the expense of BC’s
future
electricity
users
(particularly those outside the
sheltered rates promised to
major industrial users).
The governments new
model forces the application of
a philosophy that assumes that
a competitive market will serve
our future electricity needs
best, and that the function of
publicly owned infrastructure
is only to facilitate the
profitability of new privatized
facilities.
In this the public interest,
says Calvert, is not well served,
and the integration of this
system with the US power grid
will eventually expose BC
electricity consumers to prices
set by a continental market, far
higher than those British
Columbians enjoy today.
Calvert
clearly
and
systematically delineates the
web of policies that have been
implemented by the provincial
government to make this
happen. Some of them go back
before the election of the BC
Liberal government in 2001,
14093-256th St.
but most are part of a drive by
Maple Ridge, BC, V4R 1C9
the present government to
Email: info@calicologhomes.com
create a new industry in BC–
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Amazon and see how the locals lived!
When we joined this family for our unexpected stay, the hotel
manager had assisted with our arrangements and had provided
all the necessary equipment to ensure a reasonable level of
comfort. Surely he would not have approved of this adventure if
it were not safe! What did we really know of him or for that
matter Mike, an ex-Guyanian soldier, or the canoe guide,
Antoine, or Ozack, an ex-soldier with the Brazilian Army who
had been sent along to care for us. Had we put ourselves in a bad
situation? Why had the manager decided we needed so many
men to care for two women?
In their hammocks under the
outside cooking lean-to, Ozack
and Antoine had stopped
snoring, Mike snored on. As they
left their hammocks, they talked
quietly in Portuguese. Damn, I
wish I had learned more of the
language!
We had been told all about
Brazil being the pipeline for
drugs going south. Do modern
phrase books cover, ‘Hello, are
you a drug smuggler from
Columbia?’
We saw shadows as Ozack
and Antoine quickly proceeded
towards the dock. Ozack had glanced through the door and had
seen that Mike still snored on. We had seen that he carried his
semi-automatic rifle. Tig and I were as quiet as mice. We
pretended to be asleep. If it was drugs that were being passed
over we didn’t want to know anything. It seemed that innocence
was our best defense.
After waking and the tension of the moment, a toilet visit
would have been nice, but apart from the impossible task of
getting out of the hammocks—the only privy was 100 yards away
across the slippery, muddy compound, through the drizzling
rain—we would have been very visible to the figures at the dock.
Also, if you did manage to get out of your netting jail, you would
next need to bang out your boots to make sure nothing had
found them a cozy sleeping spot. Attention we did not want.
Soon we heard voices again as Ozack and Antoine came back
to settle into their hammocks. Sleep again set in as we listened to
the rustle of the bush rats playing outside the building. We dozed
off, secure that whatever had been going on outside was not
going to affect us. Mike snored on.
The next morning we arose early to the annoying crowing of
a lonely and very healthy rooster. He strutted around the
compound in the early morning drizzle making sure that
everyone shared in his misery. All appeared to be normal.
At the breakfast table was an extra man. Who he was we will
never knew as introductions were not forthcoming. Ignorance is
bliss. ✐

independent power generation–
and to use the considerable assets
of BC Hydro—physical, customer
base, system, and financial—to
subsidize it. This in addition to
favourable treatment under
provincial policies for water
licenses, Crown land grants,
environmental reviews, and
overriding local representation
and bylaws.

Privatization
The first and most obvious provincial government policy change
was to require BC Hydro to cease development of new
generation facilities, and to purchase all new power from
private corporations.
Up to then, BC Hydro had held a virtual monopoly on power
generation, transmission, and distribution, and had been
completely responsible for future planning to ensure that the
lights would not go out. It was permanently and suddenly
changed to an organization which still held responsibility for the
meeting provincial electricity needs, but no longer controlled
new power sources and was required to purchase power from
many private corporations.
The transmission arm of Hydro was to be made a separate
corporation, a common transportation utility which would
facilitate gathering power from myriad new sources and making
it available within the province and for export.
Administrative organization was to be ‘outsourced’ to
Accenture.
All the while, the public was assured that cherished BC Hydro
was not being sold or privatized.

New Producers Subsidized
The new electricity generation companies have essentially been
financed by BC Hydro: create a company and sell initial shares;
obtain a water licence for small hydro (most of the projects) from
the province at nominal cost; design a project; submit a proposal
to BC Hydro, along with a projected price of power (initial only,
indexing will apply); and finalize an Electricity Purchase
Agreement, which then can be (literally) taken to the bank. Or
simply flip the whole thing to a foreign investor.
No wonder it’s called ‘liquid gold’. It’s just like starting a
mining company, with the very important exception that there is
a firm 20-year-plus customer contract for your product; and
because it’s renewable, you will never run out. After the contract
LIQUID GOLD, please turn to page 9
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Cell phones make ICE possible
Neal MacDonald
We carry mobile phones with names and
numbers stored in memory but nobody, other
than ourselves, knows which of these numbers
belong to our closest family or friends.
If we were to be involved in an accident or
were taken ill, the people attending us still
wouldn’t know who to call. Yes, there may
hundreds of numbers stored but which one is
the contact person in case of an emergency?
Store the number of a contact person or
persons who should be contacted during an
emergency under the name ‘ICE’ (In Case Of
Emergency).
The idea was thought up promoted by
British paramedic Bob Brotchie. Brotchie
found that when he went to accident scenes,

there were always mobile phones with patients,
but he didn’t know which number to call. He
thought that it would be a good idea if there was
a internationally recognized name for this
purpose. Emergency service personnel and
hospital staff would be able to quickly contact
the right person by simply dialing the number
you have stored as ‘ICE’. For more than one
contact name, simply enter ICE1, ICE2 and
ICE3, etc. Be sure it’s in your kids’ cell phones
also.
The popularity of the program has spread
across Europe, and has started to grow in North
America. A great idea that can make a
difference! ✐

Vancouver Island Transmission Reinforcement Project

CONSTRUCTION NOTICE
MONTAGUE HARBOUR PROVINCIAL PARK
ON GALIANO ISLAND
Photo: Steve Dunsmuir

Saturna Ecological Education Centre’s high school students row down Navy Channel in Saturnina,
the replica Spanish longboat.

Commentary by Dr Anne Martin-Matthews

Dementia: considering the person first
magine slowly losing your memory and
with it your sense of identity—few things
could be more terrifying. Unfortunately,
that’s the reality that many people with early
stage dementia will face. In addition, these
individuals often face misconceptions and have
difficulty getting the support services they need.
To help them, both the health care system and
the broader community must start recognizing
the needs and the abilities of people with
dementia.
When someone has been diagnosed with
dementia, that label can overtake the person’s
identity. Suddenly, doctors, nurses, friends and
relatives see that person differently. It’s a
diagnosis that casts doubt over the person’s
ability to make decisions and perform everyday
tasks. This negative, one-size-fits-all labelling
may actually be harmful to patients and their
caregivers.
The risk of developing dementia increases as
we get older. Right now, 1 in 13 Canadians over
the age of 65 has some form of dementia; in
Canadians over the age of 85, that number
climbs to 1 in 3. According to Statistics Canada,
the number of Canadians over 85 is expected to
almost double in the next two decades. With
that doubling, the number of people with
dementia will increase.
Let’s take steps now to ensure that elderly
persons receive proper care, and that their
caregivers have adequate support. We can begin
by making it easier for people with dementia to
receive care in their homes. A recent crossCanada consultation conducted by the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) revealed
that being able to live in one’s home for as long as
possible is a top priority for Canadian seniors.
And helping seniors with dementia to receive
care at home may ultimately reduce costs for the
health care system and potentially improve their
quality of life.
In order to care for the growing number of
people with dementia, and to enable them to
live in their own homes for as long as possible,
we must start preparing now. In Canada we will
need an estimated 26,000 additional home
support workers to provide personal care and
assistance with activities of daily living. We will
need this trained, community-based workforce
to not only assist elderly people with dementia,
but also to support the caregiving activities of

I

family members and friends. The recruitment,
retention and training of this community-based
workforce are fundamental to our goal of
improving the health and quality of life of
people with dementia.
Proper care is more than just medication
and a bed in a nursing home. An important part
of providing care is recognizing that dementia
shows itself in many ways, and that people with
dementia are more than just the sum of their
symptoms. Whether they are suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia or
another form of cognitive impairment, people
still have abilities and need to feel some control
over their own lives.
Our approach to treating people with
dementia must focus more on the patient as a
thinking, feeling individual. CIHR-funded
researcher Deborah O’Connor, the founding
director of the Centre for Research on
Personhood and Dementia at the University of
British Columbia, says there is a strong
connection between the environment in which
a person with dementia lives and the
progression of his or her disease. When
physicians, caregivers, and loved ones actually
sit down and listen to a person with dementia,
it can be very beneficial to the patient.
We also need to make our communities
more accommodating for people with
dementia. For example, CIHR-funded
researchers Geoff Fernie and Alex Mihailidis at
the Toronto Rehabilitation Institute are
developing computerized devices that remind
people to do simple but important tasks—such
as washing their hands or taking their
medication—which dementia sufferers may
have trouble remembering. Also, Fernie argues
that by adopting design standards meant for
everyone, such as safe handrails for staircases
and easy-to-use dials on appliances, we can
reduce the stigma associated with dementia. By
making it easier for people with dementia to do
more for themselves, we can boost their own
self worth and reduce the demands on their
caregivers.
Most importantly, we must remember that a
person diagnosed with dementia is still a
person. We need to act now so that we will be
able to meet the needs of the growing number
of people with dementia. ✐

Meeting the electricity
needs of growing communities on
Vancouver Island and the southern Gulf Islands
BC Transmission Corporation (BCTC) is replacing and upgrading the existing 138 kV
overhead transmission lines and submarine cables connecting southern Vancouver
Island to the Lower Mainland with new 230 kV infrastructure.
Overhead line construction on the existing transmission line right-of-way within
Gray Peninsula at Montague Harbour Provincial Park on Galiano Island will be starting
in early 2008. Construction is already underway on the remainder of the existing
transmission line right-of-way which traverses Galiano Island between Montague Park
Road and Sticks Allison Road.
Two of the existing overhead transmission towers in Montague Harbour Provincial
Park on Gray Peninsula will be modiﬁed. BCTC has applied to BC Parks for a Park Use
Permit for the use of the existing trail on Gray Peninsula for construction access and
to minimize environmental impact.

Construction Activity

Schedule
(subject to change)

Development of a temporary access trail from the existing
trail leading to the two existing transmission towers on
Gray Peninsula
Individual tree removals, brushing and site preparation around
the base of the towers
Modiﬁcation of the two existing towers

Mid-January to
end of March 2008

Removal of existing wires from the towers
Installation of new wires
Site clean-up and restoration

Vegetation clearing and brushing will be required to establish a temporary access trail
to the two transmission towers from the existing access paralleling the shoreline. As
well, removal of trees within proximity to the two transmission towers will be required
for safety purposes.
After construction activities are completed, BCTC will plant native trees and shrubs along
the temporary access trail to re-establish natural habitat.
To maintain public and worker safety, there will be no public access on the transmission
line right-of-way for hiking or other purposes during construction.

Thank you for your co-operation and patience.
FOR MORE INFORMATION www.bctc.com
Contact BCTC Community Relations:
Toll-free: 1.866.647.3334
Phone:
604.699.7456
Email:
community.relations@bctc.com

BC Transmission Corporation is the Crown corporation
that plans, operates and maintains the province’s
publicly-owned electrical transmission system.
BCTC 07-66
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Violence prevention
workshops for Islanders

Grow your wealth
right here at home.
4.25%
90 DAY

CONVERTIBLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

A premium rate,
convertible any time.

5.00%
5 YEAR

STEP-UP
TERM DEPOSIT*

Years 1 to 4: 4.00%; Year 5: 5.00%
Redeemable on anniversaries.

When you invest with Island Savings, you’re building a better future
– for yourself and for the Islands we call home.
Better yet, with these special term deposit rates, you get the choice, ﬂexibility
and security* you want in a powerful investment. One that’s also RRSPeligible. Take advantage of these limited time rates – and see for yourself
why it’s good to be here.

* Each ‘Separate Deposit’ as deﬁned by Regulations is guaranteed up to $100,000 by the Credit Union Insurance Corporation.
Interest rates subject to change without notice.

BRENTWOOD 544-4041
LADYSMITH 245-0456

CEDAR 722-7073

CHEMAINUS 246-3273

LAKE COWICHAN 749-6631

SHAWNIGAN 743-5395

DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON 385-4728

MAYFAIR MALL 385-4476

WEST SHORE 474-7262

MILL BAY 743-5534

WOODGROVE CENTRE 390-7070

DUNCAN 746-4171

SALT SPRING 537-5587

www.ISCU.com

Outreach workshops built on the award-winning Respectful
Relationships (R+R) program are in the works. A six evening
series is set for Salt Spring in February-March and workshops
are slated for Pender and Galiano. Respectful Relationships is a
schools-based violence prevention program for youth,
developed by Salt Spring Women Opposed to Violence and
Abuse (SWOVA).
In addition to garnering both provincial and national awards,
The Respectful Relationships program has recently been
recognized as a worldwide ‘Good Practice’ by the United
Nations—one of 329 chosen from around the world.
SWOVA has spent almost a decade refining its ideas about
how to stop interpersonal, partner, and family abuse. It has
developed a school workshop program for youth in Grades 7, 8,
9 and 10 to aid with the bullying problem.
Widening the Circle: Respectful Relationships at Home, is
free for parents and guardians. It will provide interactive skillbuilding and support for parents and other caregivers to assist
youth and teens to stay safe and navigate healthy, respectful
relationships.The series will engage parents in practical skills for
relationships, such as assertive communication, understanding
anger, stress awareness, and responding to stress. Parents and
guardians will have an opportunity to form supportive networks
in their own communities.
A one-day professional development workshop entitled,
Widening the Circle: Respectful Relationships in the Classroom,
will engage teachers as partners in a more comprehensive
approach to youth violence prevention.
‘The parent and teacher workshops won’t go into the depth
that the student’s workshops do, but it will familiarize
participants with the language and processes that the youth
program uses. Having youth, parents and teachers on the same
page, working on mutual respect and understanding for all, is a
powerful tool for violence prevention,’ says Carol Grier, a
Widening the Circle team member, ‘We’re very pleased to be
pioneering this comprehensive approach in the Gulf Islands.’
The program is taking place in four other communities across
BC: Cowichan, Kamloops, Prince George, and Boundary. For
more information, or to register, call the SWOVA office at 250537-1336. ✐
GREEN BOATING from page 1
when it launched its popular Guide to Green Boating.
The program has evolved to include three dynamic
initiatives. The bilge pad project distributed over 28,000 bilge
pads to boaters in the Victoria, Vancouver and Nanaimo areas.
The proposed Ocean Solutions project aims to supply, maintain
and service a network of solar-powered ‘ecodock’ pump-out
wharfs along British Columbia’s coast. Finally, GSA recently
launched the Clean Marine BC, a very exciting environmental
recognition program for marinas and boatyards in British
Columbia.
‘The Green Boating Program is an example of how Georgia
Strait Alliance works to find solutions to environmental
challenges,’ says Deborah Conner, GSA’s Executive Director. ‘By
working with communities like boaters, we’re finding ways to
continue to enjoy our coastal waters without endangering them.’
An important part of the program’s success has been its
coordinator, Mike Richards, who has led solution-based
initiatives focused on policy, advocacy and public education.
Richards is a lifelong boater, who has also had a career as a
member of the Royal Australian Navy and as a professional
fisherman. Mike has close connections with the ocean as he and
his family have lived on their beloved classic sailboat since 1999
and have cruised much of the Pacific coast. Mike’s formal
education is in Environmental Science, Education and Program
Development.
Formed
in
1990,
Georgia
Strait
Alliance
(www.GeorgiaStrait.org) is the only citizens’ group working to
protect and restore the marine environment and promote the
sustainability of Georgia Strait, its adjoining waters and
communities, the place where 70% of British Columbians live,
work and play. ✐
NAPTEP from page 2
The Islands Trust Fund and the Pender Islands Conservancy
Association are currently working with King to register
conservation covenants on two other properties she owns on
North Pender Island. Trust Council has approved all three
covenants under the Islands Trust’s Natural Area Protection Tax
Exemption Program (NAPTEP). Once issued, natural area
exemption certificates will entitle King to receive a 65% property
tax exemption on the protected portion of her properties.
‘Marilynn King has created a wonderful legacy for Pender
Island and will, in return, receive an ongoing benefit in the form
of lower property taxes,’ said Gary Steeves, Trust Fund Board
member and North Pender Island Trustee. ‘Last year we made
some changes that significantly reduced the cost of participating
in the program. Those changes, combined with steadily
increasing property values, are making this property tax
incentive program more and more attractive. I hope that
interested landowners take a fresh look at the program this
spring before the next application deadline of April 1.’
NAPTEP is a program unique to two regional districts in the
Islands Trust area; the Capital Regional District: and the
Sunshine Coast Regional District. To date, eight properties have
natural area exemption certificates, one in the North Pender
Island Local Trust Area, six in the Salt Spring Island Local Trust
Area, and one in the Galiano Local Island Trust Area. The
program now protects a total of 46.69 (115 acres) hectares of
private land. ✐

Island Tides newspaper—keeping you connected, online and in print!
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Local groups receive $67,000 arts grants
BC Arts Council Grants
Eight organizations and individuals in Saanich North and the
Southern Gulf Islands are receiving $42,000 from BC Arts
Council funding.
The recipients are: Galiano-based Access to Media Education
Society, $7,500; Galiano Concert Association, $4,200; Island
Arts (ArtSpring on Salt Spring), $7,000; Mary Winspear Centre
in Sidney, $7,000; Saturna Arts and Concert Society, $3,900;
SATURNA from page 3
turned out to be in surprisingly good condition with a 3,000
gallon cistern underneath it and a layout that would lend itself
wonderfully to displays.
Together with Parks Canada they are looking into a licence of
occupation through Saturna Parks and Rec. Through wonderful
visuals and a handout, the group is soliciting input, including
more uses for the building.

Ambulance Building
In the new building department, the Health Committee jumped
right in planning and raising funds for an ambulance building.
Dawn Wood has coordinated many volunteers who have written
for grants, run fundraising occasions, gotten building plans and
estimates, and on and on. In a tiny community fund raising can be
tricky—there are only so many pockets! Many groups and
individuals have turned over cash to the cause and it is going well.

On-going Community
These are the ‘big’ projects that have made 2007 special for me.
Running all this through in my mind, I thought about and
LIQUID GOLD from page 6
expires, you still have the generation facility, and you can sell the
power to whoever you want for however much you can get. BC
Hydro paid for all the startup risks, but you don’t owe them
anything.

New Power Sources
Calvert describes in detail many of the policies initiated by Hydro
and/or the government to make private power investments a
‘sure thing’.
Run of river power is seasonal, mostly in the spring freshet—
it’s termed ‘non-firm’ power, because it can’t be relied on all year
round. Wind turbine power is also ‘non-firm’, varying from day
to day and hour to hour.
One of the reasons BC Hydro is such a good customer for
‘non-firm’ power is because it can ‘store’ its own power in the
form of water behind the big dams. (In the past, this facility has
been used for power trading—buy it at night when it’s cheap, sell
it in the daytime when it’s worth more.) Using the the non-firm
power preferentially when it is available is yet another subsidy
paid for, eventually, by the customers. It is, of course,
conveniently invisible.

Industrial Rates Half what BC Hydro
is Paying Independents
There are a few complications: Hydro’s large industrial
customers have always had a cheap rate; this concession was
made permanent through a special Act which insulated them
from the inevitable rate increases that could otherwise result
from the fact that Hydro was now charging them less than half
what it was paying for new power.

No Going Back?
These changes made in the structure of power production may
not, says Calvert, ever be changed, because the presence of US
investors among the private power producers meant that no

and Trincomali Arts Council (Southern Gulf Islands), $2,500.
BC Arts Council grants were awarded to a variety of arts and
culture organizations as well as to individual artists to help
strengthen and expand a wide range of artistic disciplines
including music, visual arts, literature, theatre and dance.
The British Columbia Arts Council is the province’s primary
agency for supporting arts and culture programs in BC. In the
GRANTS, please turn to page 10

admired all the steady community effort we make. I read in
reports, that there are only about 300 of us full-time and at this
time of year it feels like about 100 community members!
My everyday life benefits from so many of them. Our
magazine, The Scribbler comes out full of photos and articles;
recycling is a full-on success; the library is a delight to locals and
visitors; the church offers its services and is generous with the
building for meetings; the community club represents
community interest in many ways; the community hall provides
a characterful venue for meetings and social events; and the Rec
Centre also serves well and is used by sports groups and for
meetings big and small. Saturna Lions serves the community
and is a well-attended social group. Speaking of social groups, we
have many more: line dancing, singing, crib, tai chi, and yoga!
Saturna Fire department volunteers make it easy to sleep at
night. And thanks to the many people who serve in more than a
dozen other community organizations. Where would we be
without us? ✐

future government could impose (or re-impose) restrictions or
new qualifications on them without opening itself to NAFTA
Chapter 11 challenges. (Or maybe TILMA?)
Calvert also describes the special history of power generation
by Alcan and Cominco; these two companies were given special
power generation concessions to develop their smelting
industries, but eventually discovered that selling the electricity
was more profitable.

‘Not So Green’
And demand-side management (known by most of us as Power
Smart, a strategy to reduce consumption) seems to lose its point
when the outfit proposing it (BC Hydro) is not in a position to
save money, since it has contracted to buy the power anyway.
The private firms, after all, want to increase consumption.
And given the river works, roads, and powerlines necessary to
develop all the ‘run-of-river’ projects, maybe, as Calvert points
out, they are ‘not so green after all’.
Besides being an invaluable reference (lots of tables are
included) on what has happened to power generation over the
last few years, Liquid Gold is also a fascinating story, illustrating
how the philosophy of privatization can be implemented, mostly
below
the
radar,
but
irreversibly.
The book is a lesson in the
destruction of public policy,
and its eventual cost to the
public—a mess of pottage
indeed.
John Calvert, ‘Liquid Gold –
Energy Privatization in
British Columbia,’ Fernwood
Publishing, 2007. ✐

Capping Carbon

As more consumers understand the concept of global warming
and recognize how purchasing food from far away places
aggravates the situation, many are looking at locally grown
products as a solution. Local food will be on the minds of organic
food producers and enthusiasts as they converge on the
University of Guelph campus, January 24-27, for the largest
organic event in the country, the 2008 Guelph Organic
Conference.
Lori Stahlbrand, President of Local Food Plus (LFP), an
exhibitor at the conference, says that local and organic could be
one and the same. LFP has created a new term ‘local sustainable’
to describe food that is grown locally in a socially and
environmentally responsible way. ‘Consumers are interested in
buying local as they are hearing more about food miles, but
distance is only one measure,’ she says.
For the local sustainable definition other factors are taken
into account such as: sustainable production systems, animal
welfare, labour standards, biodiversity and on-farm efficiency,
‘We recognize farmers who go beyond local and truly have a
sustainable farming operation with more sustainable practices,’
Stahlbrand says.
Jenn Pfenning of Pfenning’s Organic Farm, a
grower/packer/shipper of certified organic produce and a gold
sponsor of the conference, says she is frequently asked by
customers whether local is better than organic. ‘There’s never
going to be a black or white answer. Every time you purchase
food, it needs to be a conscious choice,’ she says.
Retail sales of organic products tipped over $1 billion in
Canada in 2006 and are expected to grow as well-off baby
boomers, together with their offspring or ‘echo boomers’ are
more aware of how nutrition impacts health and well-being.
They are willing to pay a premium. ✐
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Meet Salt Spring
Island Transit!

Salt Spring Island residents have a brand new transit system and
more travel choices.
1 Ganges: Serves Ganges, hospital and seniors areas,
high school and the new recreation centre.

LETTERS from page 5
Dear Editor:
The tar sands are responsible for over half of
Canada’s greenhouse gas. This is unacceptable
not only to the global community but to every
individual who cares about survival of the
human race.
We need to put a cap on the tar sands
production now. The fossil fool thinking has to
stop. Just because the US demands we sell
them the oil is not a good reason to give it to
them or anybody else. It is almost treason to
undermine our future energy security.
The year 2020 is meaningless unless you
start now. Every barrel worth of alternate
energy created should result in a another barrel
of oil capped—and that does not mean the
usual, discover 20 barrels and cap 1. Two steps
back and one forward is not good enough.
The historic economy of Alberta is being
ruined by polluted well water and river water
shortages, making it an uninhabitable
wasteland. The biggest problem is denial which
runs rampant from oil companies through the
oil company infected regulatory bodies and
governments including the government of

Largest organic food
conference: looks at local
and organic debate

Alberta. This infection leads all the way to the
oil-supported PM'’s office.
Canada as a country needs to rapidly rethink
its import/export policies. The future energy
shortages mean build locally, shop locally and
conserve our energy resources. The bottle of
water that comes from Fiji in the local coffee
shop is no more acceptable than NAFTA which
demands we import/export against our own
interest.
We are now faced with colossal
expenditures to mitigate the current effects of
global warming. For example in California and
around the world governments are
implementing huge desalination projects just
to get drinking water. When our glaciers melt,
Alberta will increasingly be feeling extreme
pressures from water shortages. Definitely we
need to stop greenhouse emissions at the
source now. Stopping this insane fossil fool and
radioactive journey will encourage the
alternative energy economy needed for
economic and environmental sustainability.
Staying the course will lead us all towards
extinction.
Sue Hiscocks and Jim Wight, Victoria ✐

2 Fulford Harbour: From Ganges to Fulford.
3 Vesuvius: From Ganges to Vesuvius.
4 Long Harbour: Ganges to Long Harbour.

FARES
Adult/Senior/Student
Child (under 5 years)
Tickets (sheets of 10)

$2.00
FREE
$15.00

Be Part of the Solution....
www.busonline.ca
Transit Info: 537•6758
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Found Island Tides while riding the ferries? Want to keep reading?
It’s easy—just ‘click’. Read a newspaper that looks like a newspaper
on your desktop and visit our advertisers’ websites.

www.islandtides.com

It’s like you never sailed away!
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Wind energy gets green light; how to help the industry go big?
Erik Andersen

he wind turbine generation industry is
setting a blistering development pace. An
annual compounding growth rate of 30% is
leaving everyone standing in awe. Reports from
the Pacific Northwest describe ‘land rushes’ for any
and all reasonable locations for wind turbine
parks. This unbridled rush to erect is being fueled
by two motivations. One is the ‘stick’ of regulation,
which mandates that ‘green’ energy must amount
to a specified proportion of total energy consumed
by set dates. Two is the spectre of ‘peak oil’ and the
attendant prospects of political tensions between
those with and those without crude oil.

T

Finite & Infinite Resources
Hydrocarbon resources (particularly oil and
natural gas) are finite and, after widespread denial,
ever more people are confronting this reality.
Global hydrocarbon energy prices are providing
the wind generation industry an incredible
opportunity to move onto energy main street.
Recent actions by oil and natural gas
producers/producer countries demonstrate the
willingness to withhold supply to extract economic
and political premiums from consumers.
Electricity generation plants using hydrocarbons
as input energy have recently had to either pass on
sharp increases in primary energy prices or
shutdown if cost increases could not be passed on.
This new reality is concentrating the minds of
institutional investors who are grappling with the
unpleasant lesson that uncontrollable direct
operating cost increases (coal, natural gas,
uranium, oil) can render fixed production assets
worthless. Electricity generation assets using
energy inputs from finite resources are eventually
going to be turned into stranded or lost capital.
Energy from hydro, wind and solar resources, by
contrast, are infinite, making them far less risky for
investors.

Stumbling Blocks
An industry caught up in explosive development is
inevitably going to stumble in the rush. Marginal
turbine sites are deemed acceptable.

Manufacturers focus on increasing production
volumes at the expense of quality control and
design excellence. Developers generously
exaggerate expected productivity. Operators, often
new to the industry and inexperienced in the
nurturing of machinery, enter the business with
expectations of great riches, emboldened by
government subsidies, tax incentives and talk of
high electricity revenues from hard pressed energy
consumers.

Opportunity Must Not be
Wasted
The trick now for the wind turbine generation
industry is to use this window of opportunity to
become much more important in the global
generation of energy. This will not be secured by
the reckless endangerment of the large pools of
vital investment capital. In recent times investor
capital has been squandered by poor site selection,
by turbine design compromises and by careless
operations leading to premature catastrophic
equipment failures. These are the symptoms of a
juvenile industry that unless modified will serve to
marginalize it indefinitely.

Facts & Figures
Site selection presently is done with two factors in
mind; the presence of wind (almost anecdotally)
and the proximity of transmission lines. Any aerodynamist understands the difference between
‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ (turbulent) air. ‘Dirty’ air is also
very hard on transmissions/gear boxes and blade
feathering mechanisms.
Wind farms in or near mountains have the
‘dirtiest’ air possible. (It is no mystery why there
are special considerations for all pilots wanting to
operate aircraft in mountainous terrain.) Turbines
operating in ‘dirty’ air suffer an inordinate amount
of breakdowns twisting the expected financial
results out of all recognition. In the absence of
specific ‘dirty’ air turbine designs, investment
success will elude the unwary.
Most business models for wind turbine parks
project useful operating lives of about 20 years.

Implied in these models is the expectation that
turbines will faithfully do their jobs over that
period. Recent operating experiences suggest
otherwise. Dramatic growth in demand for new
turbines has tended to camouflage this
inconvenient truth. The most dramatic evidence of
the presence of less robust equipment is the rollback of manufacturers’ warrantee periods from 5
years to 2 years. Compromising design and
engineering excellence should be expected when
an industry is confronted with buyer frenzy; but
shoddy goods all too rapidly destroy capital.
Developers and operators new to the wind
turbine industry seem to like self-delusion. After
all it is just a simple matter of erecting a turbine on
a tower, tying into the grid and start collecting the
generous revenues from a ‘green’ energy
operation. This operating model might work for an
industry doomed to the margins of global energy
production but large institutional investors will
have no truck with it. Operators wishing to attract
the support of large pools of capital need to think
as ‘owners’ of that capital. This means that the
turbines they have charge over are paramount.
Nurturing operating equipment is a well
established first principle in many industries—a
reality the wind turbine industry has yet to learn.
Fortunately there are as always a few striving to
correct omissions of ignorance or laziness. Turbine
condition monitoring (full time and real time) is
now a technological fact that allows operators to
intervene before catastrophic failures. This
practice is so beneficial to the protection of
invested capital that insurers are comfortable in
providing affordable loss of revenue insurance as
well coverage from accidental damage.
Industry self-discipline in the location
selection, design and the operation of wind
turbines will win the support of large investors as
it will convince them their capital is in safe hands.
It is not good enough for the wind turbine
industry to let its present good fortune spoil a
wonderful and financially rewarding future. ✐

GRANTS from page 9
2005/2006 budget the annual
funding to the BC Arts Council was
increased by $3 million to $13.95
million.
To date more than $144 million
has been provided through BC Arts
Council grants to arts and cultural
organizations and individual artists
in British Columbia.

2010 Legacies Now
Awards
Another set of awards, from ‘2010
Legacies Now’, sees $15,000 going
to Galiano Island’s ‘urban ink
production society’ and $10,000 to
Pender Island’s Ptarmigan Music
and Theatre Society.
‘We are excited to receive these
funds, which will help us bring
together Gulf Islands artists, arts
and cultural groups and local
children,’ said Patrick Smith,
artistic director of Ptarmigan Music
and Theatre Society. ‘By exploring
the arts, including dance, music,
film and the visual arts, participants
will strengthen their sense of
community and identity.’
A First Nations theatre company
founded in 2001, ‘urban ink
production
society’
creates,
develops and produces aboriginal
theatre, writing and film.
2010 Legacies Now, a non-forprofit in partnership with the
provincial government, encourages
and
supports
organizations
providing
opportunities
for
community members to participate
in arts and cultural activities. ✐

NOTICE OF THE
GALIANO, MAYNE, NORTH PENDER, SOUTH PENDER, SATURNA
AND EXECUTIVE ISLANDS LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEES
THIS NOTICE STATES THE PLACES TO LOCATE YOUR ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE’S (LTC),
2008 REGULAR SCHEDULED ANNUAL MEETING NOTICE, POSTED ON ISLAND BULLETIN BOARDS
GALIANO ISLAND
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

MAYNE ISLAND

NORTH PENDER ISLAND
x
x
x
x
x

Agricultural Hall: 430 Fernhill Rd.
Mayne Street Mall: Village Bay Rd.
Fernhill Centre: Fernhill Rd.
Miners Bay Trading Post: Fernhill Rd.

SOUTH PENDER ISLAND
x
x
x
x

Pender Island Community Hall: 4418 Bedwell Harbour Rd.
Islands Trust Bulletin Board at Driftwood Centre
Public Bulletin board at Driftwood Centre
Magic Lake Market Bulletin Board
Library Bulletin Board

SATURNA ISLAND
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

South Community Hall: 141 Sturdies Bay Rd.
North Community Hall: 20925 Porlier Pass Rd.
Galiano Trustee office: 2540 Sturdies Bay Rd.
Activity Centre: 1290 Sturdies Bay Rd.
Daystar Market
Corner Store
Marina Bulletin Board

South Pender Island Fire Hall
Islands Trust Bulletin Board at Driftwood Centre
Public Bulletin board at Driftwood Centre
Magic Lake Market Bulletin Board

EXECUTIVE - ISLANDS

Saturna Community Hall: East Point Rd.
Saturna Recreation Centre: 104 Harris Rd.
General Store Bulletin Boards
Saturna Point Store

x

Islands Trust Office – Victoria (see *Note below)

*NOTE: ALL LTC MEETING SCHEDULES ALSO FOUND AT THE ISLANDS TRUST OFFICE (#200 – 1627 FORT ST. VICTORIA)
AND WEBSITE – www.islandstrust.bc.ca

Relatives far away? They can keep up with the Islands by reading
the full copy of Island Tides on the Internet - www.islandtides.com

It’s like they are still visiting!

www.islandtides.com
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Bulletin Board

PAID BY DEADLINE ONLY - VISA ACCEPTED • Phone 250-629-3660, Fax 250-629-3838
Email: islandtides@islandtides.com • Next DEADLINE: Jan 30, 2008
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FOR RENT

Monthly Rentals
from $550
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s
rental.

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

655-5038
1-800-809-0788
GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

SIDNEY
TRANSMISSIONS
• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS

• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL
TRANSMISSION SERVICE
only

.95
39
for cars

$

*

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)

* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

1-877-655-3707
Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW
(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

FREE
SCRAP CAR
REMOVAL
Gulf Islands
Victoria • Sooke
Sidney • Duncan

1-250-744-6842

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT LTD.

250-654-0230
Southern Gulf
House & Cottage Rentals
Pender Island Long Term: Cozy 3
bedroom home, high lake
frontage with pretty views. Open
concept livingroom, dining area
and kitchen. Wood stove,
appliances, wide deck—$1500
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

HELP WANTED
The Galiano Club is recruiting for a
Part-Time Coordinator of Volunteers
for its Community Food Programs.
For more information e-mail Jane
Wolverton at: jwolverton@telus.net
The closing date for sending a cover
letter and resume is February 6th,
2008.

SUB-PRIME from page 1
bonds, on the assumption that the risk would be
lowered because not everything would go bad at
the same time (everyone seems to have made the
assumption that the foreclosure or failure rate of
the debt would stay at its historical levels, which
of course were low). Even the Wall Street Journal
described this as ‘sliced and diced.’
Some bonds were, in whole or in part, backed
by banks or large brokerage companies. Some
bonds were not backed by anything but the
original collection of mortgages and ABCPs.
There was a great deal of money to be made in
the issuing and trading of these securities. On the
face of it, they carried high interest rates, and the
risk was low because it was spread over many
different types of debt. The securities were sold to
many types of institutional and individual
investors, sometimes ‘on margin’ (ie. with
borrowed money, which debt could be again
securitized, and kept off the bank’s books).
The result was that the banks and brokerage
companies made out like gangbusters without
having to carry the debt—or the risk—or reporting
it except as ‘profits on securities trading.’
The securities offered on the face of it such
attractive risk/return ratios that some banks and
brokers went as far as buying and trading them
for their own account! Drinking their own
bathwater.

Securitization & Disclosure
The securitization of debt, through the issuance of
bonds, has been going on since the Middle Ages.
What has gone wrong here is that there has been
no regulation of disclosure of the debt that is
being securitized. This would not be a problem
where the debt is easy to understand and its risk
can be easily evaluated, for instance the long-term
payables of a company.
But where a bond represents a package of
debts, such as residential mortgages of varied and
doubtful reliability; and where the package is so
complicated that it cannot be evaluated by the
bond buyer, the buyer must rely on the reputation
of the packager for his evaluation.

ALLIANCE DRILLING

GALLERY
5305 East Road
Denman Island
www.stofergallery.com
stofer@telus.net
250-335-3246
Visa/MC

ART

GETAWAYS
MAUI
Vacation Condos

• Residential and
commercial well drilling
• Well pump and water
treatment systems
• BC Licenced Driller
since 1994
• FREE on-site consultation
• Hydro fracturing to
improve low yield wells
1 866 834 1600 / 250 391 6107
www.alliancedrilling.ca

COMPLETE WATER
WELL SERVICES

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

WET BASEMENT?

1-800-800-8608

UGLY CRAWLSPACE?

www.mauisuncoast.com

Smelly? Mouldy? Cold
Floors? No Insulation?

REAL ESTATE
Wanted! Thinking of selling your
cabin, cottage, house or property?
Young, new family looking to
relocate to the Southern Gulf
Islands. Please call Aaron at 604816-1492, aaron@tseycum.ca

We have solutions
that are permanent
and guaranteed!
Call Today

1-877-379-2768

Serving All The
Southern
Gulf Islands

Docside Charters

250-217-4488

But where the packager is not intending to
carry the bond on his books, it seems possible that
he may be a little optimistic in expressing the risk.
The potential for fraud thus lies in this
temptation, facilitated by the reluctance of the
(US) government to regulate disclosure.
The reluctance to regulate disclosure is both
philosophical, and also one of implementation; it
would be difficult to know where to draw the line.
Nevertheless, I would hold the government
complicit in the frauds that undoubtedly underlie
this meltdown.

Knocking Out the Bottom
Card
During the past year, the first of the ‘teaser’ rates
expired, and homeowners started to realize what
the new higher payments would be. There was a
trickle of foreclosures, but a lot more rumours,
and trading in these securities started to become
‘sticky,’ particularly those not backed by banks
(bear in mind that some banks and brokers held
securities that were not backed by banks and
brokers). The securities were widely and
internationally held, but there was no regulatory
requirement that anyone disclose what they held.
Gradually, the market for these securities
(clearly a house of cards) became unstable. House
prices started to drop, accelerating the foreclosure
rate. Securities not backed by well-financed
institutions became untradeable. Share prices of
some institutions showed signs of dropping.
Bailout packages in the billions were negotiated,
leading to part ownership of major financial
institutions, both in the US and abroad, by hedge
funds and sovereign investment funds. The US
dollar, in which most of these securities are
denominated, dropped further. Many financial
institutions are still reluctant to declare their
exposure to Securitized Debt Obligations.
Uncertainty reigned.
The Chinese revalued the Yuan upwards
against the US$ in the last week of December.

The Emperor Has No Clothes
The sums of money involved are in the trillions.

• Pre-construction planning,
budgets, contracts, site
reviews, project management
• HPO owner-builder
consulting
• Hourly or package pricing
• High-end specialist
• Boat access locations
welcome
• Serving Gulf Islands and
Vancouver Island

alanklyne@telus.net

MOVED
HOMES
40+ buildings
available
www.nickelbros.com

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks Garage Decks
and Roofdecks
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

  or
    

Servicing the Gulf Islands

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

Well Drillers
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

1-866-606-2237

ISLAND
MARINE
CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES
Docks & Floats • Counter
Balance Systems • Pile
Driving • Custom Aluminum
Ramps and Walkways

Ph: 250-537-9710
Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

CE VAESE
ANROOFING
Ltd.

250-381-2157

www.islandbasementsystems.ca

MARINE
WATER TAXI

Protecting Your
Investment

Al Klyne 250-539-9887

FOR SALE
OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from
vent stack. Filter lasts 4-5 years,
Canadian company. $79 includes
taxes. www.odorbegone.ca 250-5392805.

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION
CONSULTING

N

✔Road test by qualified
technician
✔Cleanand inspect
transmission pan
✔40-point driveline
safety check

ISLAND EXPLORER

STOFER

GSA Auto Rentals

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

GALLERIES

Galiano Island, North End. Winter
rental available January 15 to
May15/08. West-facing sunny,
oceanview, 3 bedroom, furnished
house. Wood, electricity, phone
included. Private, cozy, clean.
Perfect for writer/ artist wanting to
get away. $1000/mo. 604-940-0543.
Cortes Island: an opportunity to
participated on an organic mixed
farm. For a person, couple or family
who would enjoy growing their own
food, are looking for a healthy
lifestyle, want to live in a small
community, and be willing to live
without some conveniences. Email
for
more
information
at
bjlfarm@planet-save.com.
Pender Island: Very large, one
bedroom
suite,
woodstove,
references required. $700/mo plus
utilities. 250-629-3964
Large house on Pender, 3 bedroom
+ loft, 2 bathroom. Large deck,
fenced
garden,
woodstove/
baseboard, on quiet road, 5 minutes
walk to ocean. $1200/mo. Long term,
pets ok, Available February 1st. 250382-6830

L

AUTOMOTIVE

Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198
• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599
Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

www.flynn.ca

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING

FO R WATER
C OLLECTION S YSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

www.islandmarine.ca

The Bush administration has initiated a program
to assist people who hold home mortgages they
cannot pay, but this is a political band-aid.
Much of the US Gross National Product of the
last few years is an apparent fraud, though
because there is no regulation and no disclosure,
nobody knows how much. And it is on the basis of
this fraudulent GNP that the US government has
borrowed billions to finance its military
adventures abroad.
Specific frauds are upon:
1. the people who took out mortgages (generally
the poor, whose increasing numbers result from
the export of US jobs), who expected that the
increase in the apparent selling price of their homes
would build equity and make them wealthy. They
also expected that a ‘booming’ economy would
increase their earnings to the point they could
afford the increased payments when their ‘teaser’
arrangements expired (about now).
2. the people who bought houses at inflated
prices, and who are now losing equity.
3. everyone who purchased or traded in these
fraudulent securities.
4. owners of common stock in US financial
institutions.
5. holders of US securities (including
government bonds) and US$ worldwide
(including the Chinese and Japanese).

A Fraud Well Beyond the
1929 Stock Market Crash
This has been, in fact, a massive economic fraud,
probably well beyond the 1929 stock market
crash. The result will be increasing foreign
ownership of the big US banks & brokers; this will
have some interesting future consequences!
The lessons to be learned are that if your
national economy depends too much on trading
in imaginary values (and not enough on the
creation of real ‘value added’ for which capitalism
should provides ample opportunity), then sooner
or later the house of cards will collapse. Secondly
that the object of government regulation is to
control fraud and prevent a collapse where
everyone gets hurt. ✐

ECUADOR from page 3
described their availability as ‘sporadic.’
To be fair, the part of Ecuador we
travelled in had quite decent paved
roads with good markings and plentiful
road signs. It’s about a six hour car
journey from Guayaquil, the major port,
to Quito, the capital, and a new freeway
is under construction which is supposed
to reduce the trip to four hours.
Though an oil exporter, Ecuador is a
primarily agricultural country, and is
self-sufficient in food. The climate has
no seasons, though some parts of the
lowlands along the coast are dryer than
others. (we also visited the port of
Manta, which is supposed to be the tuna
fishing capital of the world, and I can
believe it! Big fishing boats, unloading
hundreds of tons of tuna.
The lowland area has a very high
water table, and most houses outside the
city are built on stilts up to fifteen feet
above the ground. The roads, of course,
are also built up, and tend to be
somewhat wavey like roads on the peat
bogs of the Fraser delta. Rickety bridges,
without railings, lead from the roads to
the houses. There are no real
discernable seasons, and crops can be
grown all year round, depending on the
altitude. In the appropriately names Los
Rios province, they were rice, sugar
cane, bananas, with mango trees and
other fruit which is curiously shaped and
apparently prized for its viagra-like
qualities.
I mentioned altitude. Lowlanders
speak contemptuously of highlanders
and vice versa; both are contemptuous
of those who live in the ‘jungle’ east of
the mountains, really part of the upper
Amazon basin.
It seemed to be the one thing on
which they all agree. ✐
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Even Ferries Need to Fight Climate Change
Gary Coons, MLA North Coast
More than 80% of British Columbia’s carbon
emissions come from burning and producing
fossil fuels. That is why any plan for carbon
neutrality cannot omit the diesel fuel burning
BC Ferry Fleet. Domestic marine emissions
accounted for about 2.5 million tons of carbon
released into the atmosphere in 2005; that was
about 4% of overall emissions for the province.
However, BC Ferries has been exempted from
provincial legislation that sets targets for
emission reductions.
If we are serious about mitigating our
impact on the climate, serious about reducing
emissions, we have to include all major
polluters in our plans. BC Ferries should be no
exception. Although the company is making
some effort in the right direction, if they were
held to the same standard as other public
services the potential for even greater gains
exists.
For example, there is technology that can be
added to the engines of older ferries in the fleet
that can help optimize the fuel efficiency of the
ships. Yet, because these modifications are not
supported by the manufacturer of the engines,
the corporation is hesitant to pursue these
efficiencies. If the company was faced with a
government directive requiring greater
emission reductions, they would have the
incentive to make these modifications to their
fleet.
Environment Canada and BC Ferries
worked together to develop an emissions
reduction system which was very successful in
reducing harmful pollutants from the exhaust
of the ferries on which it was tested. Nitrous
oxide emissions were reduced by as much as
20% and particulate matter was cut by almost
20% during the study.
The International Ship-owners Alliance of
Canada recently outlined how they wish to
include ocean going vessels in the attempt to

reduce Green House Gases by using better fuel
and other initiatives. They also believe that
deep sea shipping and BC Ferries should not be
exempt. From electric plug-ins to hull and fuel
efficiencies, ships must be included. When it
comes to cleaning up the airshed in the lowermainland or the coast in general, our ferry fleet
must be included.
These innovations must be implemented;
they can’t be allowed to fall by the wayside. In
the fight against climate change we need to
pursue every avenue possible. We can’t afford
to make exceptions. We also need to get creative
about how we pursue other possible reductions
in our fuel use and the emissions caused by the
fuel.
One idea that has been mentioned by one of
my colleagues, Maurine Karagianis, NDP
transportation critic, is running our ferries on
biodiesel. Biodiesel, like all vegetable
derivatives, comes from fully renewable
sources. Emissions from biodiesel are much
less harmful than those produced from burning
traditional, fossil-based fuels. Pure biodiesel
adds no measurable amount of sulphur to the
atmosphere, and produces almost half the
carbon monoxide that is released from the
burning of traditional diesel. Although there
may be some concern with massive biofuel
production, I believe that as long as it is
monitored and based on sustainable
agricultural practices it can develop into a
sustainable fuel source.
If we are going to build a prosperous future
for this province and this planet, we need to use
every tool at our disposal to change our carbon
footprint for the better. We owe it to ourselves
and to our children. ✐

Photo: Peter Davey

‘Somewhere under the rainbow…’ or, as Peter would have it, ‘Under new management’.

Winter vegetables on show
It seems as if the growing season never stops on
the Islands. If we aren’t gardening, we are
preparing to. A garden tour on Salt Spring will
now demonstrate that we never have to stop
gardening. A unique opportunity to tour winter
gardens will take place on Sunday, February 10,
1–4pm.
The Winter Vegetable Garden tour is the
culmination of a year-long series of workshops
on winter gardening which began this time last
year at Seedy Saturday.
You may have heard or read Islanders Linda
Gilkeson, Brandon Bauer, and Dan Jason on
year-round growing, using a variety of
methods. Perhaps you have even built a cloche
or two that are now protecting your own winter
garden? Or maybe you’d like to start.
Now you get to see those gardens! Visitors
will see gardens featuring a variety of
vegetables, growing conditions and sites. They
will see how easy it is to harvest their own food

at the time of the year when the supply of local
produce is limited or non-existent.
The tour is one of three events for the
February weekend, truly the kick-off to spring.
This year’s Seedy Saturday is, well, on
Saturday. Also on Sunday there are biointensive mini-farming workshops (see What’s
On?, page 5 for more details).
Pre-registration for the Winter Vegetable
Garden Tour is necessary as numbers will be
limited and pre-scheduling is required.
Participants are encouraged to car-pool.
Register at the Earth Festival Society booth on
Seedy Saturday or by calling Michelle Mech at
250-537-8520.
The tour is co-sponsored by the Earth
Festival Society and the Salt Spring Garden
Club. Seedy Saturday is spreading, Mayne
Island will hold its in March at the Agricultural
Hall. ✐

Celebrating 150 Years

Sir James Douglas,

First Governor of B.C

.
Rick
Rick Hansen

From start to finish
In 1858, Sir James Douglas delivered a proclamation that put a name to the best place on earth: British Columbia. In 2008, join us in celebrating 150 years of personalities
that changed the world we live in: from the vision of our first governor, Sir James Douglas, to Rick Hansen who inspired the world during his Man In Motion World Tour.

Learn more about exciting events and festivities all across the province, all year long.

www.BC150.ca

Photos courtesy of B.C. Archives and Rick Hansen Foundation

We continue to add to our Archives—visit often to get the news and
background to current hot topics. PDF articles are
easy to read and email to friends and colleagues.

www.islandtides.com

